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Updated information regarding the rating of this examination may be
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select the link “Examination Scoring Information” for any recently
posted information regarding this examination. This site should be
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Contents of the Rating Guide
For both Part II (thematic) and Part III B (DBQ) essays:
• A content-specific rubric
• Prescored answer papers. Score levels 5 and 1 have two papers each,
and score levels 4, 3, and 2 have three papers each. They are ordered
by score level from high to low.
• Commentary explaining the specific score awarded to each paper
• Five prescored practice papers
For Part III A (scaffold or open-ended questions):
• A question-specific rubric

The following procedures are to be used in rating papers for this examination. More detailed directions for the organization of the rating process
and procedures for rating the examination are included in the Information
Booklet for Administering and Scoring Regents Examinations in Global
History and United States History and Government.
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UNITED STATES HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
Scoring the Part I Multiple-Choice Questions
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On the detachable answer sheet, indicate by means of a checkmark each
incorrect or omitted answer to multiple-choice questions; do not place a
checkmark beside a correct answer. Use only red ink or red pencil. In the
box provided on the answer sheet, record the number of questions the student answered correctly in Part I.
Rating the Essay Questions
(1) Follow your school’s procedures for training raters. This process should
include:
Introduction to the task—
• Raters read the task
• Raters identify the answers to the task
• Raters discuss possible answers and summarize expectations for student responses
Introduction to the rubric and anchor papers—
• Trainer leads review of specific rubric with reference to the task
• Trainer reviews procedures for assigning holistic scores, i.e., by
matching evidence from the response to the rubric
• Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary
Practice scoring individually—
• Raters score a set of five papers independently without looking at the
scores and commentaries provided
• Trainer records scores and leads discussion until the raters feel confident enough to move on to actual rating
(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a student’s essay on the rating sheet provided, not directly
on the student’s essay or answer sheet. The rater should not correct the
student’s work by making insertions or changes of any kind.
(3) Each essay must be rated by at least two raters; a third rater will be necessary to resolve scores that differ by more than one point.

Cut Here

Rating the Scaffold (open-ended) Questions
(1) Follow a similar procedure for training raters.
(2) The scaffold questions need only be scored by one rater.
(3) The scores for each scaffold question may be recorded in the student’s
examination booklet.
The scoring coordinator will be responsible for organizing the movement
of papers, calculating a final score for each student’s essay, recording that
score on the student’s Part I answer sheet, and determining the student’s
final examination score. The chart located at the end of these scoring materials must be used for determining the final examination score.
[2]

United States History and Government
Content –Specific Rubric
Thematic Essay—January 2005
Theme: Foreign Policy
Since 1900, United States foreign policy actions have often been based on national self-interest.
These actions have had immediate and long-term results.
Task: Identify two important United States foreign policy actions since 1900 and for each
• Discuss the historical circumstances surrounding the action
• Discuss one immediate or one long-term result of the action
• Evaluate the extent to which the action promoted the nation’s self-interest
You may use any important foreign policy action since 1900 from your study of United States
history. Some suggestions you might wish to consider include Theodore Roosevelt’s Corollary to the
Monroe Doctrine (1904), Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points (1918), the Lend-Lease Act (1941), the
Marshall Plan (1947), the blockade of Cuba (1962), the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT)
agreements (1972), and the Persian Gulf War (1991).

Scoring Note: This thematic essay has a minimum of six components (three aspects [the historical
circumstances, a result, and the extent of promotion of self-interest] for each of two foreign policy actions).

Score of 5:
x Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by discussing the historical
circumstances surrounding two important United States foreign policy actions since 1900, discussing an
immediate or a long-term result of each action, and evaluating the extent to which each action promoted
the nation’s self-interest
x Is more analytical than descriptive (analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information), e.g., for Theodore
Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, a response might state that as a result of this policy, the
United States has continued to have a presence in Latin America, maintaining a base at Guantánamo,
Cuba; helped overthrow a government in Guatemala that threatened United States-owned businesses;
sent troops to intervene in the Dominican Republic, Granada, and Panama; and/or has extradited drug
lords from Venezuela and Columbia
x Richly supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details, e.g., for Theodore Roosevelt’s
Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, details might include the European threat to collect debts in
Venezuela; Roosevelt’s fear that European intervention in Latin American countries would threaten
United States economic interests there; Latin America has become resentful over repeated United States
intervention in Nicaragua and other nations; and/or the dominant trading partner with Latin American
nations is still the United States
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
beyond a restatement of the theme

[3]

Score of 4
x Develops all aspects of the task but may do so unevenly by discussing two aspects of the task more
thoroughly than a third aspect for both foreign policies or discussing all three aspects of the task for one
foreign policy action more thoroughly than for the other foreign policy action
x Is both descriptive and analytical (applies, analyzes, evaluates, and/ or creates information), e.g., for the
Persian Gulf War, the response might state that the United States economic status was threatened by the
possible loss of crude oil importation or that the war ensured the continued access to oil production and
kept the price of oil down for several years
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
beyond a restatement of the theme
Note: At score levels 5 and 4, all six components of the task should be developed.
Holistic Scoring Reminder: This note applies only to the evaluation of Bullet 1.

Score of 3:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth or develops most aspects of the task in some depth
x Is more descriptive than analytical (applies, may analyze, and/or evaluate information)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some minor inaccuracies
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that may be a
restatement of the theme
Note: At score level 3, at least four components should be developed in some depth. Exception: When the
information in an incomplete response meets level 5 criteria, at least three components should be developed
evenly and in depth.
Holistic Scoring Reminder: This note applies only to the evaluation of Bullet 1.

Score of 2:
x Minimally develops all aspects of the task or develops some aspects of the task in some depth
x Is primarily descriptive; may include faulty, weak, or isolated application or analysis
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some inaccuracies
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not clearly
identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/ or a conclusion
Note: At score level 2, at least three components should be developed in some depth.
Holistic Scoring Reminder: This note applies only to the evaluation of Bullet 1.

Score of 1:
x Minimally develops some aspects of the task
x Is descriptive; may lack understanding, application, or analysis
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details; may include inaccuracies
x May demonstrate a weakness in organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not clearly
identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/ or a conclusion

Score of 0
Fails to develop the task or may only refer to the theme in a general way; OR includes no relevant facts,
examples, or details, OR includes only the theme, task, or suggestions as copied from the test booklet; OR is
illegible; OR is a blank paper
[4]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 5 – A

[5]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 5 – A

[6]

Anchor Level 5-A
The response:
x Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by discussing the historical
circumstances surrounding the blockade of Cuba and the Persian Gulf War, discussing the immediate
and the long-term results of these actions, and evaluating the extent to which these actions promoted
the nation’s self-interest
x Is more analytical than descriptive (blockade of Cuba: this would give the USSR first strike
capabilities in the event nuclear war broke out; in classic Cold War style, the USSR tested the nerve of
the United States by continuing construction of the launch pads; these events kept the Cold War cold
until the fall of USSR in 1991; Persian Gulf War: this time the United States acted to support an ally
and to strengthen its ties with oil-rich Kuwait; losing oil from Kuwait might weaken the United States
economy because the United States oil imports most of its oil; Kuwait now saw the United States as
heroes and an ally)
x Richly supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (blockade of Cuba: in 1962 the
Cold War, which was a period of heightened tension between the USA and the USSR, was heating up;
the USSR was attempting to build launch pads and outfit them with nuclear missiles on the island of
Cuba; JFK then ordered a blockade of Cuba to stop any USSR ships attempting to enter Cuban waters;
Persian Gulf War: in 1991 the United States, with the assistance of a coalition it created in the UN,
entered into the Gulf War; the cause for involvement was Iraq invading Kuwait; the United States and
its allies drove the Republican Guard of Iraq out of Kuwait and contained Saddam Hussein in Iraq)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
are beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. All components of the task are thoroughly
addressed. The response contains good analysis and detailed information. Although numerous
misspellings occur throughout the response, they do not interfere with the comprehension of the writing.

[7]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 5 – B

[8]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 5 – B

[9]

Anchor Level 5-B
The response:
x Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by discussing the historical
circumstances surrounding Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine and the Marshall Plan,
discussing the immediate and the long-term results of these actions, and evaluating the extent to which
these actions promoted the nation’s self-interest
x Is more analytical than descriptive (Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine: Roosevelt started
this policy because Latin American nations owed money to several European nations; prevent
European nations seizing control of Latin American nations, thus protecting markets for American
products and American companies; a long-term consequence of this policy was that American military
forces were present in countries such as Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Venezuela for many years;
Marshall Plan: our nation’s ulterior motive in this plan was to show the power of capitalist democracy
and to prevent damaged Western European nations from being overrun by communism; a long-term
effect was increasing bitterness between the United States and the USSR; a long-term positive was the
reconstruction of Western European economies allowing United States trade to expand)
x Richly supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Roosevelt’s Corollary to the
Monroe Doctrine: expands upon President James Monroe’s statement that the Western Hemisphere is
closed to further European colonization; Dole and the American Fruit Company; Marshall Plan: this
plan offered American funds to the war-ravaged countries of Europe, including the USSR and her
satellites, to help them rebuild after World War II; the USSR didn’t allow her satellites to collect
money)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
are beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. The response contains much good analysis
and detailed information to develop all components of the task thoroughly.

[10]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – A

[11]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – A
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – A
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – A

Anchor Level 4-A
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task but does so somewhat unevenly, discussing the three aspects for
Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points more thoroughly than for the Marshall Plan
x Is both descriptive and analytical (Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points: in the beginning of World War
I, America proclaimed neutrality so as not to become directly involved in the war’s combat; Wilson’s
plan did call for the autonomy of nations; this diplomatic move also placed the United States in a
positive light; the goal of the United States was not attained; Marshall Plan: the Marshall Plan was
intended to fight communism; the United States and the Soviet Union competed as superpowers)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points:
the attacks by German U-boats on the Lusitannia and the Sussex; the government supported the Allies
by having a more exclusive trade with Britain; Marshall Plan: the United States offered aid to
European countries destroyed by the war)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
are somewhat beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. The discussion of Woodrow Wilson’s
Fourteen Points contains more analysis and detailed information than that of the Marshall Plan. The
conclusion is more insightful than the introduction.

[14]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – B
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – B
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – B

Anchor Level 4-B
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task but does so somewhat unevenly, discussing the three aspects for
Nixon’s trip to China more thoroughly than for the Vietnam War
x Is more descriptive than analytical (Vietnam War: one of the long-term results of the war was that
American citizens began to doubt United States involvement in other nations; the “domino theory”
was a threatening idea, which meant if Vietnam fell to communism, then the rest of the Southeast
Asian countries would; the United States began the policy of containment to stop the spread of
communism; Nixon’s trip to China: the United States never had recognized the Chinese Communist
Government since it had taken over; President Richard Nixon traveled to Beijing and tried to better
the relations between the two countries; an immediate result of the action was that the United States
and China made an agreement to not pursue or take military action in the Pacific)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Vietnam War: America fought in a long
war; communism spread to other nations; Nixon’s trip to China: he traveled around the country,
visited national landmarks like the Great Wall, and met with officials; keeping good relations with a
country it had isolated away)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
are beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4. Although the response tends to be
more descriptive than analytical, much relevant detailed information is used to develop all components of
the task.

[17]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – C
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 4 – C
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Anchor Level 4-C
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with some depth for the Persian Gulf War and for Roosevelt’s
Corollary
x Is more analytical than descriptive (Persian Gulf War: United States, being one of the largest crude oil
consumers in the world, saw this as a threat to our economic status; bringing the United States into
war with Iraq kept oil prices at bay; a long-term rivalry between the two countries and the United
States constant suspicion of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq; Roosevelt’s Corollary: in the early
twentieth century, Latin America was just like the United States in the late eighteenth century; this led
to a distrust of United States motives in Latin America; America as the protector of the “little man” is
not usually because the government was being nice, it usually had a economic interest in the
international affair)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Persian Gulf War: Iraq taking over its
neighboring country Kuwait and its oil resources; the mobilization of American and coalition forces to
the Middle East to free Kuwait; Roosevelt’s Corollary: proclaimed that Latin America would fall
under the protection of the United States; prevent any other country from colonizing or any uprising
within the country would be stopped)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
are well beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4. The strong introduction contains good
analysis, connecting the level of economic development of the United States with its foreign policy
actions. The response, however, contains limited detailed information.

[20]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – A
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – A
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – A

Anchor Level 3-A
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task but does so somewhat unevenly, discussing Roosevelt’s Corollary
more thoroughly than Wilson’s Fourteen Points
x Contains both descriptive and analytical statements (Roosevelt’s Corollary: one long-term effect of
this was that Central and South American countries and people became very bitter towards the United
States because they believed they were being too controlled by the United States; they felt the United
States had too much interference in their business; Wilson’s Fourteen Points: was a foreign policy
action taken in part for national self-interest, but also in part for the good of everyone; if the Fourteen
Points had been followed through, the United States would have been the country with the power)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Roosevelt’s Corollary: the Monroe Doctrine told
all European countries to stay away from and out of the Western Hemisphere; several European
countries threatened Latin American countries; the United States then began to keep an eye on the
finances of Latin American nations; Wilson’s Fourteen Points: were a list of things that countries
could do to keep peace and recover after the war; Wilson wanted to start the League of Nations also
under these points, to provide a way to work out disagreements between countries other than war)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
merely restate the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Some detailed information and analysis in
the development of Roosevelt’s Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine is presented, but the historical
background is weak. Although all aspects of the task for Wilson’s Fourteen Points are addressed, the
response demonstrates some misunderstanding of the Fourteen Points and the League of Nations.
[23]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – B
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Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – B
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Anchor Level 3-B
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth for the Lend-Lease Act and for the Marshall Plan
x Is more descriptive than analytical (Lend-Lease Act: this promoted the nation’s self-interest because if
the Germans beat Britain, the entire continent of Europe would be under control of Hitler, then the
United States would eventually be next; Marshall Plan: it was important for the United States national
self-interest because if all economically weak countries were to fall to communism the United States
would be all alone)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Lend-Lease Act: during the 1940s, the rest of the
world was in turmoil fighting World War II while the United States minded its business and stayed
neutral; as a result of the Lend Lease Act Britain got weapons and money to hold on and not lose the
war; Marshall Plan: this plan was supposed to stop countries from converting to the Soviet Union’s
economic plan of communism; General George Marshall; President Truman; as a result Western
Europe didn’t turn communist and was economically rebuilt); includes some inaccuracies (Lend Lease
Act: the United States remained neutral until President F.D.R. made the Lend Lease Act; this was the
first time the United States got involved in the war before the United States actually fought in the war)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that restates the theme and a
conclusion that states long-term results of both foreign policies discussed
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3. The response demonstrates
understanding of the “big ideas” of the Lend-Lease Act and the Marshall Plan but uses description rather
than analysis. The link between the Lend Lease Act and the Marshall Plan is very effective. The spelling
and syntax errors do not detract from the comprehension of this response.

[26]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – C

[27]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 3 – C

Anchor Level 3-C
The response:
x Develops most aspects of the task in some depth for the dropping of the atomic bomb and for the
Marshall Plan; however, the evaluation of the extent to which these actions promoted the nation’s selfinterest is weak
x Is much more descriptive than analytical (dropping of the atomic bomb: killing of thousands of United
States soldiers in what was at the time the worst tragedy in our history; the attack on Pearl Harbor sent
the United States into World War II to not only stop the control of Europe by Germany and Italy, but
to also seek retribution from Japan, who was with the Axis; in order to win the war, President Harry
Truman had to make a crucial decision to either order a full scale invasion of Japan or to drop the
newly created atomic bomb on Japan; Marshall Plan: World War II left Europe socially and
economically weak and in danger of being taken over by the Soviet Union; the United States was
determined to keep the communist Soviet Union contained; provided aid to help stabilize Europe)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (dropping of the atomic bomb: December 7, 1941;
Germany and Italy were defeated; first atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima; weapons of mass
destruction; Marshall Plan: the Marshall Plan was an economic aid package to European countries in
need of assistance)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that go
beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The response develops the dropping of the
atomic bomb (not one of the suggested examples) more fully than the Marshall Plan A good transition
between the two actions is made; however, the details needed to evaluate the nation’s self-interest fully
are lacking.

[28]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – A

[29]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – A

[30]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2-A
The response:
x Minimally develops some aspects of the task in some depth for the Roosevelt Corollary and for the
Lend-Lease Act
x Is primarily descriptive (Roosevelt Corollary: the original Monroe Doctrine told European nations that
they couldn’t intervene in Latin America; the Roosevelt Corollary initiated an era of increased United
States participation and influence in Latin America; Lend-Lease Act: in the midst of World War II,
most American people still wanted to remain neutral; lending weapons and supplies to Germany’s
enemies); includes some weak analysis (Lend-Lease Act: however, the Axis powers caught on and
were angered by this)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (Roosevelt Corollary: Latin Americans became
extremely hostile to America because of this; Lend-Lease Act: FDR and some of the federal
government did not [want to remain neutral]; this act allowed the United States to stay within the
realms of neutrality); includes some inaccuracies (Roosevelt Corollary: in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, a popular feeling of Manifest Destiny arose; the United States was destined by God to
spread its influence)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains an introduction and a conclusion that restate the
theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2. There is little development of the
historical background of the Roosevelt Corollary or the Lend-Lease Act. The immediate results of the
Lend-Lease Act and the extent to which it served the national interest are minimally addressed. Broad
generalizations are stated without supporting details.

[31]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – B

[32]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2-B
The response:
x Minimally develops all aspects of the task for the Lend-Lease Act and for the Roosevelt Corollary
x Is primarily descriptive (Lend-Lease Act: the United States provided military aid to foreign nations; a
major nation that the United States helped was Great Britain; this enabled the British to then keep
fighting during war until events led America into the conflict; Roosevelt Corollary: continued
disturbance in a Latin American country might force the United States to intervene in order to prevent
European intervention); includes weak analysis (Lend-Lease Act: was bad because it brought the
United States one step closer to war and this endangered the nation’s self-interest)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (Lend-Lease Act: the United States gave war
supplies, food and machinery to nations whose defense was considered vital to the defense of the
United States in World War II; Roosevelt Corollary: the United States should be allowed to intervene
and only the United States); includes some inaccuracies (Roosevelt Corollary: Monroe Doctrine said
that Latin America had to stay out of the Western Hemisphere; Roosevelt Corollary brought much
trouble in Latin America but was used very much during World War I)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains both an introduction and a conclusion that
repeat the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2. The historical background is not
developed for either foreign policy action. Some detailed information for the Lend-Lease Act is provided;
however, the inaccurate statements about the Roosevelt Corollary show a limited understanding of the
geography and the time frame in which it occurred.

[33]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – C

[34]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 2 – C

Anchor Level 2-C
The response:
x Develops some aspects of the task in some depth for the Roosevelt Corollary and for Wilson’s
Fourteen Points
x Is both descriptive and analytical (Roosevelt Corollary: was pretty much Monroe Doctrine version
2.0; stated that we would help to straighten out problems between Europe and Latin America if such
things should arise; Wilson’s Fourteen Points: failed because the United States was the “keystone” for
it but never got in; one of the results of not following the points is World War II; the League of
Nations was a very unrefined, unspecific version of what the United Nations is today); includes faulty
analysis (Roosevelt Corollary: one result of this is the Panama Canal, we had to protect it from
Noreaga and his regime; this promoted self-interest in the United States because trade became quicker
for us, and we got to control the canal)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (Wilson’s Fourteen Points: he believed that if these
points were followed, another war would not occur; the most important of the 14 points was the
creation of the League of Nations); includes some inaccuracies (Roosevelt Corollary: at the beginning
of the 19th century; Wilson’s Fourteen Points: the United States Congress refused to sign the Treaty
of Versailles)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains an introduction that restates the theme and
concludes with an attempt at evaluation of the actions
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2. The discussion for Wilson’s Fourteen
Points is more thorough than for the Roosevelt Corollary as no pertinent details are presented for the
Roosevelt Corollary. The faulty analysis detracts from the quality of the response.

[35]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1-A
The response:
x Minimally develops some aspects of the task for the blockade of Cuba and for the SALT agreements
x Is descriptive (blockade of Cuba: we form these policies to prevent the Soviet Union getting too much
power; during the blockade we stopped Cuba from receiving nuclear warheads; one long-term result
of this is that we have a bad relationship with Cuba and the Soviet Union; SALT agreements: limited
the weapons in the Soviet Union and in the United States); lacks full understanding of the task; lacks
application of information
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details (blockade of Cuba: Cold War; nuclear warheads from
the Soviet Union)
x Demonstrates a weakness in organization by not clearly identifying which aspect of the task is being
addressed; contains an introduction that restates the theme but lacks a conclusion
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1. The response minimally develops two
aspects of the task for the blockade of Cuba. There is a major lack of detailed information. The terms of
the SALT agreements are merely defined.
[36]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 1 – B

[37]

Anchor Paper – Thematic Essay—Level 1 – B

[38]

Anchor Level 1-B
The response:
x Minimally develops the long-term result of Wilson’s Fourteen Points and identifies the blockade of
Cuba
x Is both descriptive and analytical for Wilson’s Fourteen Points: it seemed like most of the points were
going to help the United States in the long run; but they didn’t use the Fourteen points which hurt
everyone by creating a second World War; over 11 million lives were lost due to one man; if the
Fourteen Points were used I believe there would have been no World War II and it would have saved
many people’s lives); lacks understanding of the blockade of Cuba
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details (Wilson’s Fourteen Points: Adolf Hitler, leader of
Germany); includes no accurate information about the blockade of Cuba
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains an introduction and a conclusion that address
the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. The response deals with only one
component of the task for one action. The limited analysis is not developed with details. The attempt to be
analytical in the conclusion lacks supporting evidence.

[39]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – A

[40]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – A

[41]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – B

[42]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – B

[43]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – B

[44]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – C
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Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – C
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Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – D

[47]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – D

[48]

Thematic Essay—Practice Paper – E

[49]

Practice Paper A—Score Level 2
The response:
x Develops some aspects of the task in some depth for the blockade of Cuba and for the formation of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
x Is both descriptive and analytical (blockade of Cuba: was a result to the shipment of “cherry pickers”
and offensive missiles and weapons from Russia; Russia and the United States were in the Cold War
at this time and were trying to prove themselves better than the other; the Cuban missile crisis could
have turned very deadly; formation of NATO: an alliance formed to prevent future wars)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (blockade of Cuba: this new threat was puzzling
military officials; Khrushchev realized what could have happened and sent the ships home; formation
of NATO: an attack on one was an attack on all); includes inaccuracies (blockade of Cuba: the United
States has always been a superpower in this world; a treaty ended the Cuban missile crisis; formation
of NATO: formed after World War I; though another world war broke out there have not been any
world wars since; with more than half the countries in the world as members)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains both an introduction and a conclusion that go
beyond a simple restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. The response contains many inaccuracies
for both foreign policies. The historical circumstances surrounding each action are barely mentioned and
how either foreign policy action promoted the national self-interest is not addressed.

Practice Paper B—Score Level 3
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth for the Lend-Lease Act and for the blockade of Cuba
x Is more descriptive than analytical (Lend-Lease Act: the purpose of this act was to provide arms to the
Allied powers fighting in Europe; the United Stated believed they were remaining neutral, but were
also supporting the Allies; one immediate result of this act were the ill feelings the Axis powers had
toward the United States; awakened the “Sleeping Giant”; blockade of Cuba: the USSR was providing
Cuba with nuclear missiles, that given the chance, could cause significant damage to the eastern coast
of America; the Cold War was many years of conflict with the USSR); contains some weak analysis
(Lend-Lease Act and blockade of Cuba led to many years of war and conflict)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Lend-Lease Act: after the outbreak of World War
II in Europe, the United States vowed to remain neutral; blockade of Cuba: the USSR eventually
removed the weapons); includes some inaccuracies (Lend-Lease Act: one immediate result of this act
was these ill feelings toward America that led to the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor; blockade of
Cuba: the conflict between the USSR and the United States escalated into the Cold War)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that go
beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. All aspects of the task are developed in
little depth. The response contains some weak analysis and inaccurate details. Despite the good
introduction and conclusion, the development of details and analysis is insufficient to warrant a higher
score level.
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Practice Paper C—Score Level 3
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth for the Marshall Plan and for the Persian Gulf War
x Is more descriptive than analytical (Marshall Plan: the president put a plan in place to help rebuild the
economies of European countries; many countries were in shambles from the war; this action was in
our nation’s self-interest because it gave us many allies against communism; gave us many allies
during the Cold War; Persian Gulf War: Iraq attempted to take over Kuwait to control its oil; America
was trying to act in the nation’s self-interest by protecting Kuwait’s oil)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Marshall Plan: many countries were in great need
of financial aid; prevent them from turning to the communist Soviet Union for aid; Persian Gulf War:
government of Saddam Hussein; defend the small country of Kuwait)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a
restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The response contains some development
of all six components of the task but little detailed information and little analysis.
Practice Paper D—Score Level 1
The response:
x Minimally develops some aspects of the task for the Lend-Lease Act and for the Persian Gulf War
x Is descriptive (Lend-Lease Act: this policy let the United States give aid to fighting nations and be
paid back later; Persian Gulf War: in the Middle East, the United States has oil interest as well as gas)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details (Persian Gulf War: when Hussein invaded Kuwait,
the United States was forced to act to save our interests; Lend-Lease Act: blockades of ports began to
occur so supplies could not be transported; the result of the Lend-Lease Act was blockades of British
ports which led to unrestricted submarine warfare)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains digressions (Persian Gulf War: the Monroe
Doctrine says that the United States will stay out of European affairs unless our interests are
threatened); lacks focus regarding national self-interest for both foreign policy actions; contains an
introduction and a conclusion that restate the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1. Some aspects of the task are developed
with little detailed information and without analysis.
Practice Paper E—Score Level 0
The response:
Fails to develop the task; includes only the theme and a suggestion copied from the test booklet; includes
no relevant facts, examples, or details
Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 0. The facts presented are either
inaccurate or not tied to the task, which is to discuss the historical circumstances, a result, and the extent
of promotion of national self-interest of foreign policy actions.
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United States History and Government
Part A Specific Rubric
Document-Based Question—January 2005

Document 1
. . . There were the men in the pickle rooms, for instance, where old Antanas had gotten his
death; scarce a one of these that had not some spot of horror on his person. Let a man so much
as scrape his finger pushing a truck in the pickle rooms, and he might have a sore that would put
him out of the world [lead to his death]; all the joints in his fingers might be eaten by the acid,
one by one. Of the butchers and floorsmen, the beef boners and trimmers, and all those who
used knives, you could scarcely find a person who had the use of his thumb; time and time again
the base of it had been slashed, till it was a mere lump of flesh against which the man pressed
the knife to hold it. The hands of these men would be criss-crossed with cuts, until you could
no longer pretend to count them or to trace them. They would have no nails,—they had worn
them off pulling hides; their knuckles were swollen so that their fingers spread out like a fan.
There were men who worked in the cooking rooms, in the midst of steam and sickening odors,
by artificial light; in these rooms the germs of tuberculosis might live for two years, but the
supply was renewed every hour. There were the beef luggers, who carried two-hundred-pound
quarters into the refrigerator cars, a fearful kind of work, that began at four o’clock in the
morning, and that wore out the most powerful men in a few years. . . .
Source: Upton Sinclair, The Jungle, 1906

1

Based on this document, state two effects of poor working conditions in this factory.

Score of 2 or 1:
x Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each effect of poor working conditions in this
factory
Examples: workers could get tuberculosis; workers had to carry heavy animals all day and got
worn out; acid could eat workers’ fingers one by one; some of the workers had no
use of their thumbs; knuckles became swollen from pulling hides; there were
sickening odors; sores could lead to death; some workers had no nails, having worn
them off
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: men had employment; workers could not count their fingers; there were pickle
rooms; they pulled hides
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: they were horrible; it was a fearful kind of work; hands were criss-crossed; men
worked in the cooking rooms; beef-luggers began work at 4 a.m.; men had to work
by artificial light
x No response

[52]

Document 2
. . . In just one week a scandalized public had snapped up some 25,000 copies of The Jungle.
Almost all of those readers missed the socialist message. Sinclair had hoped to draw their
attention to “the conditions under which toilers [workers] get their bread.” The public had
responded instead to the disclosures about corrupt federal meat inspectors, unsanitary slaughter
houses, tubercular cattle, and the packers’ unscrupulous [unethical] business practices.
One of the most outraged readers was President Theodore Roosevelt. Few politicians have
ever been as well-informed as TR, who devoured books at over 1,500 words per minute,
published works of history, and corresponded regularly with leading business, academic, and
public figures. Roosevelt recognized immediately that the public would expect government at
some level—local, state, or federal—to clean up the meat industry. He invited Sinclair for a talk
at the White House, and though he dismissed the writer’s “pathetic belief ” in socialism, he
promised that “the specific evils you point out shall, if their existence be proved, and if I have
the power, be eradicated [eliminated].”
Roosevelt kept his promise. With the help of allies in Congress, he quickly brought out a new
bill, along with the proverbial [well-known] big stick. Only four months later, on June 30, he
signed into law a Meat Inspection Act that banned the packers from using any unhealthy dyes,
chemical preservatives, or adulterants. The bill provided $3 million toward a new, tougher
inspection system, where government inspectors could be on hand day or night to condemn
animals unfit for human consumption. Senator Albert Beveridge of Indiana, Roosevelt’s
progressive ally in Congress, gave the president credit for the new bill. “It is chiefly to him that
we owe the fact that we will get as excellent a bill as we will have,” he told reporters. Once again,
Americans could put canned meats and sausages on the dinner table and eat happily ever after.
Or so it would seem. . . .
Source: James Davidson and Mark Lytle, After the Fact: The Art of Historical Detection, Alfred A. Knopf

2

According to this document, what action did President Theodore Roosevelt take to keep his
promise to Upton Sinclair?

Score of 1:
x States an action President Theodore Roosevelt took to keep his promise to Upton Sinclair
Examples: he asked his friends in Congress to pass a consumer protection bill; he signed the
Meat Inspection Act into law; he cleaned up the meat industry
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: he read a lot of books; he corresponded with businessmen; the public was
scandalized
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: bills passed; he cleaned up; he made promises; he became outraged
x No response

[53]

Document 3a
. . . During the same winter three boys from a Hull-House club were injured at one machine in
a neighboring factory for lack of a guard which would have cost but a few dollars. When the
injury of one of these boys resulted in his death, we felt quite sure that the owners of the factory
would share our horror and remorse, and that they would do everything possible to prevent the
recurrence of such a tragedy. To our surprise they did nothing whatever, and I made my first
acquaintance then with those pathetic documents signed by the parents of working children, that
they will make no claim for damages resulting from “carelessness.”
The visits we made in the neighborhood constantly discovered women sewing upon sweatshop
work, and often they were assisted by incredibly small children. I remember a little girl of four
who pulled out basting threads hour after hour, sitting on a stool at the feet of her Bohemian
mother, a little bunch of human misery. But even for that there was no legal redress [remedy],
for the only child-labor law in Illinois, with any provision for enforcement, had been secured
[achieved] by the coal miners’ unions, and was confined to children employed in mines. . . .
There was at that time no statistical information on Chicago industrial conditions, and Mrs.
Florence Kelley, an early resident of Hull-House, suggested to the Illinois State Bureau of Labor
that they investigate the sweating system [sweatshops] in Chicago with its attendant [use of] child
labor. The head of the Bureau adopted this suggestion and engaged Mrs. Kelley to make the
investigation. When the report was presented to the Illinois Legislature, a special committee was
appointed to look into the Chicago conditions. I well recall that on the Sunday the members of
this commission came to dine at Hull-House, our hopes ran high, and we believed that at last
some of the worst ills under which our neighbors were suffering would be brought to an end. . . .
Source: Jane Addams, Twenty Years at Hull-House with Autobiographical Notes, MacMillan, 1912

3a Based on this document, identify one social problem Jane Addams wanted to reform.
Score of 1:
x Identifies a social problem Jane Addams wanted to reform
Examples: child labor; lack of safety guards on machines; injuries to children; number of hours
children could work; sweatshop work performed by children; women doing
sweatshop work; use of sweatshops
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: she wanted to help coal miners; working children had to sign documents
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: human misery; exhaustion; recommendations were made; report presented to Illinois
legislature
x No response

[54]

Document 3b
First Factory Law of Illinois
FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS
. . . 4. Children under 14 years of age prohibited from being employed in any manufacturing
establishment, factory or work shop in the state. Register of children under 16 years shall be
kept. The employment of children between ages of 14 and 16 years prohibited unless an affidavit
by the parent or guardian shall first be filed in which shall be stated the age date and place of
birth. Certificates of physical health may be demanded by the inspectors. . . .
Source: “Factories and Workshops,” Laws of the State of Illinois, Thirty-Eighth General Assembly, 1893

3b Based on this document, state one provision of the Illinois factory law.
Score of 1:
x States a provision of the Illinois factory law
Examples: children under 14 years of age could not be employed in any manufacturing
establishment, factory or work shop in the state; affidavits must be signed if children
between 14 and 16 are employed; certificates of physical health may be demanded
by inspectors
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: investigated problems; it was the first factory law in Illinois
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: investigations; changed conditions; changed working conditions of children
x No response

[55]

Document 4
State Actions Affecting Working Conditions

4

1911

Recommendations of Illinois Commission on Occupational Disease (1909) result
in Illinois Occupational Disease Act (ventilation, sanitation, fumes, temperature)

1911

Wisconsin becomes first state to pass workman’s compensation legislation

1911

Wisconsin legislature limits hours of labor for women and children

1911–1915

Recommendations of New York State Factory Investigating Commission result in
dozens of new laws creating healthier and safer factory working conditions during
New York’s “golden era in remedial factory legislation”

1912

New York State Factory Investigating Commission requires automatic sprinklers
for all floors above seventh floor of buildings; broadens regulation and inspection
of workplace safety (fire escapes, safe gas jets, fireproof receptacles, escape
routes, fire drills)

1912

Massachusetts passes first state minimum wage law

1913

Oregon law requires payment of overtime for workers in mills or factories (over
ten hours a day)

Based on this document, identify two examples of how a state action resulted in the
improvement of working conditions.

Score of 2 or 1:
x Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each example of how a state action resulted in
the improvement of working conditions
Examples: Wisconsin limited the number of hours that women and children could work;
automatic sprinklers were installed in tall buildings; fire escapes were put up;
minimum wage laws were passed; safer working conditions were put in place in
New York; fire escapes and fire drills were required
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: disease was eliminated; it was a golden era in remedial factory legislation; overtime
was required
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: safety; recommendations were passed; regulations were broadened; inspections
x No response

[56]

Document 5

5

Based on the graph, how did the use of child labor change between 1900 and 1920?

Score of 1:
x Identifies a change concerning child labor between 1900 and 1920 as shown in the graph
Examples: child labor decreased; not as many children between 10 and 15 worked; child labor
increased before 1900 and then started to decrease
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: child labor was abolished; children in the workforce between the ages of 10 and 15
increased between 1900 and 1920; child labor never reached 20%
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: children were employed; percentage is important; it changed
x No response

[57]

Document 6a

Document 6b
. . . The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, elected
by the people thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have one vote. The electors in each
State shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the State
legislatures. . . .
— 17th Amendment, Section 1, 1913

6

State one way the 17th amendment addressed the concern expressed in the cartoon.

Score of 1:
x States a way the 17th amendment addressed the concern expressed in the cartoon
Examples: state legislatures would no longer choose senators who only represented big
businesses; people would elect senators directly; people would have more power;
the Senate would become more democratic; allowed for direct election of senators;
limited power of big business; it limited corruption in the Senate
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: qualifications necessary to become a senator changed; senators would only be
elected to two-year terms; electoral college would choose senators; there will be two
senators from each state
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: elections; bosses of the Senate; changed monopolists; numerous branches
x No response

[58]

Document 7
. . . Indeed, the growth of fundamental democracy in this country is astonishing. Thirty years
ago the secret ballot was regarded as a passing craze by professional politicians. Twenty years
ago it was a vital issue in nearly every American state. To-day the secret ballot is universal in
American politics. Ten years ago the direct primary was the subject of an academic discussion
in the University of Michigan by a young man named La Follette of Wisconsin. Now it is in
active operation in over two-thirds of our American states, and over half of the American people
use the direct primary as a weapon of self-government. Five years ago the recall was a piece of
freak legislation in Oregon. To-day more American citizens are living under laws giving them the
power of recall than were living under the secret ballot when [President] Garfield came to the
White House, and many times more people have the power to recall certain public officers today than had the advantages of the direct primary form of party nominations when [President]
Theodore Roosevelt came to Washington. The referendum is only five years behind the primary.
Prophecy with these facts before one becomes something more than a rash guess. [With these
facts in mind, predicting the future becomes something more than rash guessing.] . . .
Source: William Allen White, The Old Order Changeth, Macmillan, 1910

7

According to William Allen White, what were two reforms the Progressives supported to
expand democracy?

Score of 2 or 1:
x Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each reform the Progressives supported to
expand democracy
Examples: secret ballot; direct primaries; recall; referendum
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: politicians must be professional; ballots are universal; Oregon passed freak
legislation
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: self-government; active operation; vital issues
x No response

[59]

Document 8
. . . Women compose one-half of the human race. In the last forty years, women in gradually
increasing numbers have been compelled to leave the home and enter the factory and workshop. Over seven million women are so employed and the remainder of the sex are employed
largely in domestic services. A full half of the work of the world is done by women. A careful
study of the matter has demonstrated the vital fact that these working women receive a smaller
wage for equal work than men do and that the smaller wage and harder conditions imposed on
the woman worker are due to the lack of the ballot. . . .
The great doctrine of the American Republic that “all governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed,” justifies the plea of one-half of the people, the women, to
exercise the suffrage. The doctrine of the American Revolutionary War that taxation without
representation is unendurable [intolerable], justifies women in exercising the suffrage. One great
advantage, however, of the suffrage is in raising women to a position of greater honor and dignity
so that the children of the land shall show and feel greater reverence and honor for their
mothers, and that the mothers may teach the elementary principles of good government while
they are teaching them good manners, morality and religion. . . .
Source: Senator Robert Owen, Speech, 1910

8

Based on this document, state two reasons for giving women the right to vote.

Score of 2 or 1:
x Award 1 credit (up to a maximum of 2 credits) for each reason for giving women the right to vote
Examples: more women are working and should have a voice in government; women pay taxes
and should have representation; women receive a smaller wage for equal work than
men do; all governments derive their powers from the consent of the governed
Score of 0:
x Incorrect response
Examples: there are more women than men; they have been compelled to leave home; women
work in the factories and workshop; women are employed in domestic service
x Vague response that does not answer the question
Examples: representation; change is justified
x No response
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United States History and Government
Content-Specific Rubric
Document-Based Question
January 2005

Historical Context: During the late 1800s and early 1900s, Progressive reformers worked to improve American
society. Their goals included protecting consumers, regulating child labor, improving
working conditions, and expanding democracy.
Task: Choose three goals mentioned in the historical context and for each
x Discuss the conditions that led Progressive reformers to address the goal
x Discuss the extent to which the goal was achieved

Scoring Notes: This document-based essay has a minimum of six components (two aspects [the conditions in
American society that needed attention and the extent of achievement of improving the
condition] for each of three goals of Progressive reformers).
1. The same information can be used to address more than one goal, e.g., Hull House activities may be
used to address regulating child labor and improving working conditions or the activities after
publication of The Jungle may be used to address protecting consumers and improving working
conditions.
2. The discussion of child labor may be included as part of the discussion of improving working
conditions. The extent of the discussion will determine if it is being developed as a separate goal.
3. The discussion of the extent to which a goal was or was not achieved may include references to
events or actions which occurred later in the 20th century such as the effect of New Deal programs on
improving working conditions.
4. As is the case with many historical topics, what constitutes the extent to which the goal was achieved
is subject to the evaluator’s point of the view. The response may discuss the extent to which the goal
was achieved from a variety of perspectives as long as the position taken is supported by accurate
historical facts and examples.
5. For the purposes of meeting the criteria of using at least five documents in the response, documents
3a, 3b, 6a, and 6b may be counted as separate documents if the response uses specific separate facts
from each of those documents.
6. The goal does not need to be specifically identified as it can be included in the discussion of the
conditions that led Progressive reformers to address the goal.
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Key Ideas from the Documents
Protecting Consumers
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal
Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Unsanitary working conditions (Doc 1)
Problems of the meat industry (Doc 2)
Meat Inspection Act passed by Congress during the Roosevelt administration;
Roosevelt extended invitation to Sinclair to discuss problems (Doc 2)
Illinois Occupational Disease Act passed; recommendations of New York State
Factory Investigating Committee results in new laws (Doc 4)

Regulating Child Labor
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal
Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Parents sign documents that they would make no legal claims for injuries;
injuries could result in deaths; factory owners ignore problems; Illinois laws
only applied to children working in mines (Doc 3a)
Hull House activities increased awareness of problems; Florence Kelley
investigated child labor in sweatshops (Doc 3a)
First factory law of Illinois forbids employment of children under 14 and register
of any under 16 (Doc 3b)
Wisconsin law limits hours for children (Doc 4)
Census statistics show decrease in child labor (Doc 5)

Improving Working Conditions
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal

Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Physical injury and other health-related problems suffered as a result of the job
addressed by Upton Sinclair in The Jungle (Doc 1)
Unsafe machinery; factory owners ignore problems (Doc 3a)
Women receive lower wages than men, work under harder conditions (Doc 8)
Theodore Roosevelt extended invitation to discuss problems (Doc 2)
Hull House activities increased awareness of problems; Florence Kelley
conducted investigation of sweatshops (Doc 3a)
First factory law of Illinois regulating sanitary conditions of factories and
workshops (Doc 3b)
Occupational Disease Act, workman’s compensation, limits hours for women
and children, minimum wage, overtime pay for some workers legislation, fireprevention regulations passed (Doc 4)

Expanding Democracy
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal

Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Monopolists or trusts dominate Senate (Doc 6a)
People fought for secret ballot for many years; LaFollette introduces idea of
direct primary; recall begins in Oregon (Doc 7)
Women denied suffrage; role of women in teaching children good government
(Doc 8)
17th Amendment provides direct election of Senators (Doc 6b)
Secret ballot, direct primary, recall, referendum become part of political process;
LaFollette of Wisconsin succeeds in political reforms (Doc 7)
Senator Owen supports women’s suffrage (Doc 8)
[62]

Relevant Outside Information
(This list is not all-inclusive.)
Protecting Consumers
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal

Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

No federal consumer protection laws
“Robber barons” out to maximize profit at expense of consumers
Muckrakers’ exposure of business abuses that ignore consumer (sanitation issues,
lack of quality standards)
Details about terms of Meat Inspection Act
More legislation to make Meat Inspection Act effective closing loopholes
Pure Food and Drug Act
Public response to muckraking articles puts pressure on legislators
Truth in Packaging Act
Consumers’ reliance on Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval and Consumer
Reports
Better Business Bureau
Federal Trade Commission
Activities of lobbyists: Ralph Nader, Unsafe at Any Speed
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring
OSHA (Occupational Health and Safety Administration) regulations

Regulating Child Labor
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal

Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Poor immigrant families’ need of income to survive
No mandatory school attendance policies
Ability of children to do some tasks better than adults because of size (small
hands, small bodies), especially in mining and textiles
Children easily intimidated by authority
Child labor in factories an extension of child labor on farms
Influence of British industrialization and works of Dickens
Compulsory education laws reduce child labor
State and federal government child labor legislation—Child Labor Act of 1916
(Keating-Owen Act)
Employment of children costs adults jobs
Supreme Court rulings decrease effectiveness of legislation: 14th amendment—
personal right to contract, 10th amendment—reserved powers
Public and congressional response to child labor and strikes at Lawrence textile
mills
Reaction to John Spargo’s The Bitter Cry of Children
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Relevant Outside Information (cont.)
(This list is not all-inclusive.)
Improving Working Conditions
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal

Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Lack of regulations to protect workers
Failure of labor unions (Knights of Labor, blacklists, violent strikes, lockouts,
scabs)
Lack of government support for solving the problems of workers
Triangle Shirtwaist Fire
Negative aspects of Lowell system outweigh positive aspects
Contribution of Social Darwinism to workers acceptance of conditions
Influence of British industrialization and works of Dickens
Downfall of Knights of Labor after Haymarket affair
Exposure by Jacob Riis of low wages, living conditions in tenements of exploited
workers (How the Other Half Lives)
Injunctions and use of troops to end strikes by federal government (Pullman)
Lack of labor union representation for unskilled workers
Theodore Roosevelt’s actions in 1901 anthracite coal strike (Square Deal)
Organization of AFL by Samuel Gompers for skilled workers only
Establishment of Department of Labor and Commerce by Theodore Roosevelt
Supreme Court cases dealing with state legislation (Lochner v. New York, Muller
v. Oregon)
First state minimum wage law (Massachusetts)
Clayton Anti-Trust Act
New Deal programs (NRA, Fair Labor Standards Act, Wagner Act)
OSHA (Occupational Health and Safety Administration) regulations

Expanding Democracy
Conditions That Led
Progressive Reformers to
Address the Goal

Extent to Which the Goal
Was Achieved

Provision in the original Constitution for appointment of United States senators
by state legislatures
Lack of acceptance of the Declaration of Rights and Sentiments written at Seneca
Falls Convention
Granting of women’s suffrage in some western states before the 19th amendment
(Wyoming)
Women’s involvement in other reform movements: abolition, prohibition
Expanding economic role of women resulting from World War I employment
Role of machine politics in denying democratic practices (Tweed Ring)
Political power of monopolies in government
Australian ballot
Initiative
Addition of 19th, 24th, 26th amendments to Constitution
Work of suffragettes: Susan B. Anthony, Carrie Chapman Catt
Replacement of small party caucuses with national nominating conventions
Details about expanding role of primary system
Expansion of Wisconsin Plan to other states
Decreasing role of political-party machines
City-manager government
Work of muckrakers: Lincoln Steffens Shame of the Cities
Increase of women’s participation in the political process (mayors, governors,
congressional representatives, vice-presidential candidate)
[64]

Score of 5:
x Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by discussing the conditions that led
Progressive reformers to address three goals and discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is more analytical than descriptive (analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information), e.g., the response
acknowledges that gains have been made but integrates into the discussion the limitation of those gains,
which necessitated further federal and state legislation; the response recognizes that although the 19th
amendment guaranteed women the right to vote and participation in the political process, political and
economic equality was not widespread until later in the 20th century
x Incorporates relevant information from at least five documents (see Key Ideas Chart)
x Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (see Outside Information Chart)
x Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details, e.g., for protecting
consumers, details might include muckrakers; Upton Sinclair, The Jungle; meatpacking industry;
immigrant workers; Theodore Roosevelt; Meat Inspection Act; Pure Food and Drug Act; Truth in
Packaging Act)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
beyond a restatement of the theme
Score of 4:
x Develops all aspects of the task by discussing the conditions that led Progressive reformers to address
three goals and discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved but may do so somewhat unevenly
by discussing one aspect of the task more thoroughly than the other for all goals or by discussing both
aspects of the task for two goals of Progressive reformers more thoroughly than for the third goal
x Is both descriptive and analytical (applies, analyzes, evaluates, and/or creates information), e.g., the
response describes how the work of muckrakers influenced public opinion which led to state and federal
legislation; the response explains that gaining the right to vote did not guarantee economic equality
x Incorporates relevant information from at least five documents
x Incorporates relevant outside information
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
beyond a restatement of the theme
Note: At score levels 5 and 4, all six components of the task should be developed.
Holistic Scoring Reminder: This note applies only to the evaluation of Bullet 1.
Score of 3:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth or develops most aspects of the task in some depth
x Is more descriptive than analytical (applies, may analyze, and/or evaluate information)
x Incorporates some relevant information from some of the documents
x Incorporates limited relevant outside information
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some minor inaccuracies
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that may be a
restatement of the theme
Note: At score level 3, at least four components of the task should be developed in some depth.
Holistic Scoring Reminder: This note applies only to the evaluation of Bullet 1.
Exception: When at least three components have been developed evenly and in depth and most of the other
criteria at level 5 has also been met, the overall response may be considered for a score of 3.

[65]

Score of 2:
x Minimally develops all aspects of the task or develops some aspects of the task in some depth
x Is primarily descriptive; may include faulty, weak, or isolated application or analysis
x Incorporates limited relevant information from the documents or consists primarily of relevant information
copied from the documents
x Presents little or no relevant outside information
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details; may include some inaccuracies
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not clearly
identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/or a conclusion
Note: At score level 2, at least three components of the task should be developed in some depth.
Holistic Scoring Reminder: This note applies only to the evaluation of Bullet 1.

Score of 1:
x Minimally develops some aspects of the task
x Is descriptive; may lack understanding, application, or analysis
x Makes vague, unclear references to the documents or consists primarily of relevant and irrelevant
information copied from the documents
x Presents no relevant outside information
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, or details; may include inaccuracies
x May demonstrate a weakness in organization; may lack focus; may contain digressions; may not clearly
identify which aspect of the task is being addressed; may lack an introduction and/or a conclusion
Score of 0:
Fails to develop the task or may only refer to the theme in a general way; OR includes no relevant facts,
examples, or details; OR includes only the historical context and/or task as copied from the test booklet; OR
includes only entire documents copied from the test booklet; OR is illegible; OR is a blank paper

[66]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – A

[67]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – A

[68]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – A

[69]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – A

[70]

Anchor Level 5-A
The response:
x Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by discussing the conditions that led
Progressive reformers to address the goals of protecting consumers, regulating child labor, and
expanding democracy and by discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is more analytical than descriptive (muckrakers influenced public opinion; 17th amendment would
decrease the influence of monopolists in the United States Senate; 17th amendment would lead to
passage of legislation to improve lives of many Americans; involvement of women in reform movements
led to demands for suffrage; women usually voted as their husbands dictated but suffrage was still a great
advancement; 19th amendment gave women opportunities they had fought for; many of the goals of the
Progressive reformers were achieved with the New Deal)
x Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8
x Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (muckrakers; John Spargo, McClure’s; southern and
eastern European immigrants working in meat-packing plants; children of tenement residents worked to
help support the family; daycare; FDR’s New Deal policies included federal ban on child labor; city
bosses would not be able to buy votes; involvement of women in prohibition; 19th amendment;
contributions of women to workforce during World War I)
x Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle;
Theodore Roosevelt; Meat Inspection Act; Jane Addams; Hull House; Florence Kelley; Illinois State
Bureau of Labor; LaFollette; secret ballots; initiatives; referendum; recall; direct primary; direct election
of senators)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. The discussion of regulating child labor does
include some references to improving working conditions, but the focus is clearly events that regulated the
use of child labor. The quality and amount of outside information added to this response is substantial.
Document analysis and relevant historical facts are integrated into an effective, historically accurate
narrative.

[71]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – B

[72]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – B

[73]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – B

[74]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 5 – B

Anchor Level 5-B
The response:
x Thoroughly develops all aspects of the task evenly and in depth by discussing the conditions that led
Progressive reformers to address the goals of protecting consumers, improving working conditions, and
expanding democracy and by discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is more analytical than descriptive (readable nature and gut wrenching details of The Jungle; Jacob Riis’
photographs shone new light on situations frequently overlooked by government officials; meat packing
industry not the only one begging for change; although Progressive legislation improved working
conditions, the 20th century saw more improvements when the federal government expanded much of the
state legislation; excruciating work days and deadly conditions imposed on newly arrived immigrant
families; Wilson recognized contributions made by women in World War I and agreed with Senator
Owen that women should have the right to vote)
x Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8
x Incorporates substantial relevant outside information (Jacob Riis’ photographs of immigrant families and
living conditions in tenements; labor unions such as the AF of L; Chicago’s poor; National Child Labor
law of 1916 declared unconstitutional; Wisconsin Plan; Woodrow Wilson; disparity in salaries between
men and women not achieved until the 1970s; Wilson’s campaign for continuation of Progressive ideals
started by Theodore Roosevelt)
x Richly supports the theme with many relevant facts, examples, and details (Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle;
President Roosevelt asked Congress to pass the Meat Inspection Act; Jane Addams’ work at Hull House;
Illinois factory law; Robert La Follette)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are beyond a
restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 5. Analytical statements and specific historical
information are present throughout the discussion; however, at times the focus is lost in generalizations.
Document analysis and the conclusions that are drawn contribute to an overall effective response that
demonstrates a good understanding of Progressive reforms.

[75]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – A

[76]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – A

[77]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – A

[78]

Anchor Level 4-A
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task by discussing the conditions that led Progressive reformers to address the
goals of protecting consumers, regulating child labor, and improving working conditions and by
discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is both descriptive and analytical (businesses have to be healthy because bad publicity will lead to loss of
money; although not a perfect system, it is a step in the right direction; bad conditions in the workplace
not good for workers or consumers; fire regulations came too late for young women at Triangle
Company; child labor is slave labor; working regulations had loopholes; children continue to work in
sweatshops illegally; the future has hope thanks to the work of the Progressive reformers)
x Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
x Incorporates relevant outside information (Roosevelt’s experiences in Cuba during the Spanish American
War; many Congressmen not in favor of government involvement in business activities; inspection costs
paid for by the government; Triangle Shirtwaist Fire; doors locked so union organizers would not talk to
workers; mandatory attendance in schools)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; President
Roosevelt; Meat Inspection Act; government officials could condemn animals unfit for human
consumption; no safety features on industrial machinery)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a restatement of the
theme and a conclusion that links Progressive reforms to continuing problems of the present
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. The analysis in this response demonstrates a
thoughtful and different approach to the discussion of Progressive reform. This essay incorporates some
relevant outside information to enhance document information but lacks the depth of analysis and specific
details prevalent in a Level 5 response.

[79]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – B

[80]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – B

[81]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – B

[82]

Anchor Level 4-B
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task by discussing the conditions that led Progressive reformers to address the
goals of improving working conditions, expanding democracy, and regulating child labor and by
discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is both analytical and descriptive (Progressive reformers recognized problems in American life and made
efforts to change; Progressives encouraged others to follow in footsteps; people who take an active role in
improving society should be respected; prosperity breeds corruption; Progressives were the Americans
who chose to deal with this corruption; without government intervention, conditions in workplace would
get worse; readers dismayed at appalling occurrences described in The Jungle and demanded reforms;
American consumers developed more confidence in meat products; government became more involved in
making certain drugs are effective and safe; women could contribute to political process based on life
experiences as mothers and workers; children employed in factories missed childhood and opportunities
to go to school)
x Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8
x Incorporates relevant outside information (Civil War; employees never received compensation for their
injuries; meat inspection standards tougher; muckrakers; vegetables grown without pesticides; product
labeling not misleading; Triangle Shirtwaist Fire; today businesses required by federal government to
make evacuation plans and conduct fire and safety drills; Seneca Falls Convention; Susan B. Anthony;
Lucretia Mott)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (factories were dangerous places to work;
injuries in the workplace never dealt with; Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; suffrage; 19th amendment;
Addams recommended legislation to stop forcing children to work in factories; child labor used during
1800s but after 1900 declined)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Document information is summarized and
some relevant outside information is used to emphasize and add to this information. Facts are mentioned
without an explanation of the details and, in the example of child labor, an overgeneralization leads to an
inaccurate statement that child labor completely changed around 1900. Contemporary examples are used to
mention the extent to which consumer protection and working conditions are being addressed, but they are
not developed.

[83]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – C

[84]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – C

[85]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – C

[86]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – C

[87]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 4 – C

Anchor Level 4-C
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task by discussing the conditions that led Progressive reformers to address the
goals of improving working conditions, regulating child labor, and protecting consumers and discussing
the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is more analytical than descriptive (working conditions far from safe or healthy; consumers became
concerned about rights as well as safety after publication of The Jungle; consumers were the ones buying
unsafe products; people more concerned about their rights and they were eager for the government to
make a change and wanted it to happen sooner; the President had everyone’s safety in mind when asking
Congress to pass Pure Food and Drug Act; consumer concerns continue to be a concern in America
today; factory owners saw children as cheap labor; uneducated children made things worse; Progressives
wanted to ensure a better America; child labor ruining minds and spirits of kids who worked; child labor
laws made people happier and gave lives of children back to them; little children would do what they
were told; families became discouraged; disease and malnutrition took their toll; Progressive legislation
helped make America a better place to live)
x Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
x Incorporates relevant outside information (sometimes workers had to sleep in factories; Pure Food and
Drug Act; children had to work in order for their family to survive; crowded tenements; Consumer
Reports; children would not join labor unions and strike)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (dangerous machinery; safe environment;
Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; Meat Inspection Act; many regulations concerning packaging, labeling, and
distribution of food; fire sprinklers; ventilation; Jane Addams; Hull House; New York and Illinois
legislation; Addams pushed to make legislation go through; child labor laws contributed to drop of
children in workforce)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
somewhat beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. Although outside information is somewhat
limited, the documents are used extensively and good analysis is used to explain that document information.
Analysis is utilized as a transition between documents and to draw conclusions about Progressive reform
efforts.
[88]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – A

[89]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – A

[90]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – A

Anchor Level 3-A
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth by discussing the Progressive goals of regulating child
labor, improving working conditions, and expanding democracy and by discussing the extent to which
each goal was achieved
x Is both descriptive and analytical (wages poor and work long and dangerous; children involved in work
force as much as adults were; legislature recommended to make changes concerning child labor from an
investigation that showed working conditions in factories dangerous and unhealthy; factory workers
exploited by factory owners; paid little to work long, dangerous hours)
x Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8
x Incorporates limited relevant outside information (factory workers received hardly any benefits; passage
of 19th amendment gave women the right to elect representatives who would support legislation for
equal pay)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Jane Addams; Hull House; factory law of Illinois;
women did not have the right to vote; Senator Robert Owen; women should receive equal pay to men for
the same amount of work; Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; President Roosevelt’s meeting with Sinclair to
discuss steps necessary to improve working conditions; Oregon law)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that restates the theme and
concludes by summarizing the problems successfully addressed by the Progressives and implying that
improvements in working conditions have helped the American economy
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The response uses the Progressive goal of
improving working conditions as an organizational tool. Child labor and women’s rights are both linked to
improvements in working conditions. Document information is used as the basis for some analytical
statements and the discussion shows a good understanding of the Progressives’ role in improving working
conditions.

[91]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – B

[92]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – B

[93]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – B

Anchor Level 3-B
The response:
x Develops most aspects of the task in some depth by discussing two Progressive goals (improving
working conditions and regulating child labor) and by discussing the extent to which these goals were
achieved
x Is more descriptive than analytical (long hours and poor working conditions often led to more errors and
deaths; Roosevelt persuaded Congress to help clean up the meat industry; Meat Inspection Act improved
lives of consumers because it led to healthier and safer food; Meat Inspection Act led to improved
working conditions)
x Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, and 4
x Incorporates limited relevant outside information (children working to support their families and put food
on the table; children younger than 14 could go to school)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Theodore Roosevelt; Meat Inspection Act;
sweatshops; in Illinois children could not work in mines; Illinois Occupational Disease Act; Wisconsin
first state to pass workers compensation legislation; Massachusetts first minimum wage laws)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction that restates the theme and a
conclusion that focuses on the success of the Progressives and how their success influenced people today
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Although most of the response is based on
document information, that information is organized into a narrative that shows a good understanding of
working conditions and child labor. The summary of the laws in document 4 that apply to improving
working conditions and regulating child labor shows the direct influence of the states in achieving
Progressive goals.

[94]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – C

[95]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – C

[96]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 3 – C

Anchor Level 3-C
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth by discussing the Progressive goals of improving
working conditions, regulating child labor, and expanding democracy and by discussing the extent to
which each goal was achieved
x Is more descriptive than analytical (Sinclair’s The Jungle gave a clear and vivid picture of what meat
packers’ lives were like; plants smell of gross odors; women do half of the work and only get half that of
men)
x Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8
x Incorporates limited relevant outside information (children under 14 could go to school; 19th amendment
gave women the ballot)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Sinclair’s The Jungle; President Roosevelt; Meat
Inspection Act; Jane Addams; Hull House; many children worked 14-hour shifts; decrease in child labor
from 1900–1930; Illinois Disease Act; Bureau of Fire Prevention; Illinois Factory Law; Senator Robert
Owen; lack of ballot)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a
restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Although all aspects of the task are addressed,
the information from the documents is limited and few supporting details are provided. The few statements
that provide outside information help strengthen the quality of the response.
[97]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – A

[98]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – A

[99]

Anchor Level 2-A
The response:
x Develops some aspects of the task in some depth by discussing two Progressive goals (regulating child
labor and improving working conditions) and by discussing the extent to which working conditions were
improved
x Is primarily descriptive; includes isolated application and analysis (Progressive reformers had much to
battle in regulating child labor; most children working under extremely unhealthy conditions; Roosevelt
promised to help within his power)
x Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3a, and 4
x Presents some relevant outside information (parents needed the money so children had to work; boys put
in mines to dig coal and often lost their lives; children discouraged from attending school; factories
unbearably dusty and hot; Christmas could not be enjoyed)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (children often worked from very early in the day to
very late at night; Sinclair’s The Jungle; President Roosevelt; Meat Inspection Act); includes an
inaccuracy (FDR instead of Theodore Roosevelt)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction that is a copy of the historical
context and lacks a conclusion
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Document information and outside
information are integrated to address the conditions that led Progressives to address the goal of regulating
child labor. The excerpt from The Jungle is briefly summarized and the Meat Inspection Act and some of the
actions in document 4 are summarized to show the extent to which working conditions were improved.
However, not enough of the task is addressed to warrant a higher level score.

[100]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – B

[101]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – B

[102]

Anchor Level 2-B
The response:
x Minimally develops all aspects of the task by mentioning the conditions that led Progressive reformers to
address the goals of improving working conditions, regulating child labor, and expanding democracy and
by mentioning the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is primarily descriptive; includes weak and isolated application and analysis (muckrakers publicized
corruption in business and politics; Senator Owen described the reasons why women should get the right
to vote; women taxed without representation; brutal conditions of workers)
x Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8
x Presents little relevant outside information (muckrakers; AF of L; women working outside the home
during World War I)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (suffrage; Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; Jane Addams;
Senator Robert Owen; growth of labor unions; taxation without representation one of the causes of the
American Revolution)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are
somewhat beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. The introduction mentions groups and
individuals who were instrumental in achieving Progressive reforms. The conditions that led Progressive
reformers to try to improve American society are briefly summarized, but the summaries lack supporting
details. The conclusion summarizes the extent to which specific Progressive leaders were successful in
achieving their goals.

[103]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – C

[104]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – C

[105]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 2 – C

Anchor Level 2-C
The response:
x Minimally develops all aspects of the task by mentioning the conditions that led Progressive reformers to
address the goals of improving working conditions, regulating child labor, and expanding democracy and
by addressing the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is primarily descriptive; includes faulty, weak, and isolated application and analysis (Sinclair wanted to
bring to light the horrors of the meat packing industry; Roosevelt promised to create safer conditions and
products by signing the Meat Inspection Act; horrifying work day of an under-aged child; with the
changing society, advocates of suffrage saw their chance for success)
x Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3a, 5, and 8
x Presents little relevant outside information (19th amendment giving women the right to vote)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; President Theodore
Roosevelt; Meat Inspection Act; Senator Robert Owen; suffrage); includes inaccuracies (Progressive
goal: expansion of Constitutional rights; refers to Jane Adams as James Addams; Congress passed
sanitation laws, which helped save thousands of lives; numerous other groups such as child labor unions)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; contains digressions; includes an introduction and a
conclusion that are somewhat beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Few historical facts are used to support
general statements. Inaccurate statements appear throughout the response and detract from the overall quality
of the discussion.

[106]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 1 – A

[107]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1-A
The response:
x Minimally develops some aspects of the task by mentioning conditions that led Progressive reformers to
address the goals of regulating child labor and improving working conditions and by mentioning the
extent to which the goals of regulating child labor and protecting the consumer were successful
x Is descriptive (Progressive reformers wanted to regulate child labor by setting a certain age to work in a
factory; goal to provide safer factories; factories not safe to work in); lacks understanding and analysis
x Consists primarily of relevant and irrelevant information copied from documents 1, 2, and 3
x Presents no relevant outside information
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (Jane Addams, one person who wanted to regulate
child labor; children of four worked in Illinois factories); includes inaccuracies (refers to consumers
instead of factory workers in The Jungle segment; many people losing lives in factories)
x Demonstrates a weakness in organization; lacks focus; includes an introduction and a conclusion that
restate the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. Document information is selected randomly
and copied verbatim. The response confuses the goals of improving working conditions with the protection
of consumers. Although mention is made of how Progressive reformers worked to improve American
society, erroneous examples are used to support that information.

[108]

Anchor Paper – Document–Based Essay—Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1-B
The response:
x Minimally addresses all aspects of the task by mentioning conditions that led Progressive reformers to
address the goals of regulating child labor, expanding democracy, and improving working conditions and
by mentioning the extent to which each goal was achieved
x Is descriptive (investigation of Illinois factory led to Illinois Factory Act; Factory Act quite successful in
preventing children under 14 from working; goal was women being paid equal to men for the same job);
lacks application and analysis
x Makes vague references to documents 1, 2, 3b, 5, and 8
x Presents no relevant outside information
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (meat packing factories unsanitary); includes
inaccuracies (Theodore Roosevelt passed the Meat Inspection Act; Senator Owen succeeded in giving
women the right to vote so they could eventually get equal pay)
x Lacks focus; contains digressions (Illinois Factory Act regulated sanitary conditions); includes an
introduction that restates part of the historical context and lacks a conclusion
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 1. Isolated document information is used to make
conclusions that result in overgeneralizations. Each aspect of the task for each goal is mentioned very briefly.
[109]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – A

[110]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – A

[111]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – A

[112]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – A

[113]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – B

[114]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – C

[115]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – C

[116]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – C

[117]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – D

[118]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – D

[119]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – E

[120]

Document–Based Essay—Practice Paper – E

[121]

Practice Paper A—Score Level 4
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task by discussing the conditions that led Progressive reformers to address the
goals of regulating child labor, improving working conditions, and expanding democracy and by
discussing the extent to which each goal was achieved; however, the discussion on the expanding of
democracy is less thoroughly developed
x Is both descriptive and analytical (links Progressive reform to successful passage of legislation that
regulates big business; during Progressive Era, many people became aware that something had to be done
for children; Roosevelt cared about nation’s workers; many women died because there were no fire
escapes; for many years, no steps taken to make America more democratic; Progressive reformers
continued work begun at Seneca Falls; Progressives decreased gap between rich and poor; gave formerly
powerless women political opportunities)
x Incorporates relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8
x Incorporates relevant outside information (low wages for children; small bodies of children; Theodore
Roosevelt, a Progressive president; Triangle Shirtwaist fire; Seneca Falls Convention; machine
politicians in urban areas; Tweed Ring in New York City; immigrant children not attending school)
x Supports the theme with relevant facts, examples, and details (Illinois factory law; Jane Addams;
Florence Kelley; Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; meat-packing plant; New York Factory Investigating
Commission; secret ballot)
x Demonstrates a logical and clear plan of organization; includes an introduction that is slightly beyond a
restatement of the theme and a conclusion that is beyond a restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 4. The response addresses all aspects of the task;
however, only a few analytical and evaluative statements are made. Outside information and the use of
document information demonstrates a good understanding of the task. The conclusions about the
achievement of each goal indicate that Progressive reforms were somewhat successful.
Practice Paper B—Score Level 0
The response:
Fails to develop the task, only referring to the theme in a general way; includes no relevant facts, examples,
and details; includes the historical context as copied from the test booklet
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 0. Jane Addams is mentioned as a Progressive
reformer and several other general statements are added that do not address any aspects of the task.

[122]

Practice Paper C—Score Level 3
The response:
x Develops all aspects of the task with little depth by discussing the Progressive goals of improving
working conditions, regulating child labor, and expanding democracy and by discussing the extent to
which each goal was achieved
x Is both descriptive and analytical (Progressives experienced varying degrees of success for each goal; the
effect of Progressives can still be felt today; since the American Revolution women have been treated as
second-class citizens; without the right to vote, women continued to be treated as second-class citizens)
x Incorporates some relevant information from documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8
x Incorporates limited relevant outside information (muckrakers; Dickens’s Oliver Twist also addressed
child labor in Great Britain; 19th amendment; main inspiration for amendment was the courage and
working spirit of women in America and England during World War I)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle; Theodore Roosevelt;
Meat Inspection Act; Jane Addams; Hull House; Illinois Factory Law; statistics from Census Bureau
show fall in child labor; suffrage; Senator Robert Owen; ballot)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that link
Progressive goals to the present day
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. Much of the information, especially the
information about working conditions, is taken directly from the documents. However, the outside
information and the quotations from the documents are integrated in addressing the goals of regulating child
labor and women’s suffrage. This strengthens the response.

Practice Paper D—Score Level 2
The response:
x Develops some aspects of the task in some depth by mentioning the conditions that led Progressive
reformers to address the goals of regulating child labor and expanding democracy and by addressing the
extent to which the goal of regulation of child labor was achieved
x Is primarily descriptive; includes weak and isolated application and analysis (child labor decreased
steadily between 1900 and 1920; horrors of child labor; Kelley’s recommendations became part of
factory law of Illinois; women demanded equality)
x Incorporates limited relevant information from documents 1, 3, 5, and 8
x Presents little relevant outside information (muckrakers; since World War I, women became involved in
the workplace)
x Includes few relevant facts, examples, and details (writings of Upton Sinclair; Jane Addams; Hull House;
Florence Kelley); includes inaccuracies (Progressive goal to regulate child labor wholly met; by 1910,
women made up half of the work force)
x Demonstrates a general plan of organization; lacks focus; includes an introduction that makes general
statements about the achievement of the Progressive goals and lacks a conclusion
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 2. Limited information from the documents is
used to make general statements that attempt to address both aspects of the task. Information is mentioned
and summarized rather than discussed.

[123]

Practice Paper E—Score Level 3
The response:
x Develops most aspects of the task in some depth by discussing two Progressive goals (regulating child
labor and expanding democracy) and by discussing the extent to which these goals were achieved
x Is both descriptive and analytical (Industrial Revolution hit America at full force; children worked long
hours in factories and were paid less than both men and women; some children died when injured by
machines which had no safety guards; children in Illinois not protected by any laws unless they worked
in coal mines; factory laws in Illinois passed because Progressive reformers fought injustices of child
labor; women knew about government and could teach the principles of good government to their
children)
x Incorporates some relevant information from documents 3, 5, 6, and 8
x Incorporates relevant outside information (Industrial Revolution meant new factories; factories needed
many new workers to help them in business; late 1800s, large increase in immigration; immigrants took
jobs in factories to support their families; many immigrant children had to take jobs if a family member
became too sick or too old to work; many immigrant families relied on their children to get a job and
make money for family; 19th amendment)
x Includes some relevant facts, examples, and details (Factory Law of Illinois fixed age at which children
could be employed; Senate interested in big business and supporting the trusts; 17th amendment;
suffrage; women less pay than men for same hours; American Revolution fought so that people who paid
taxes would be represented and women paid taxes)
x Demonstrates a satisfactory plan of organization; includes an introduction and a conclusion that are a
restatement of the theme
Conclusion: Overall, the response fits the criteria for Level 3. The use of the Industrial Revolution to set the
stage for working conditions and the discussion of the role played by immigrants are excellent. However,
only two goals are addressed. The information used to address the expansion of democracy depends mostly
on a summary of the information in documents 6 and 8.
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United States History and Government Specifications
January 2005
Part I
Multiple Choice Questions by Standard
Standard

Question Numbers
4, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 24, 26, 28,
30, 31, 35, 37, 38, 42, 43, 46

1—US and NY History
2—World History

8, 20, 29, 34

3—Geography

1, 2, 17, 22, 40, 49, 50

4—Economics

3, 19, 21, 23, 25, 41, 44, 45

5—Civics, Citizenship, and Government

5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 27, 32, 33, 36, 39, 47, 48

Parts II and III by Theme and Standard
Thematic Essay

Theme
Foreign Policy

Document-based Essay Reform Movements;
Civic Values;
Individuals, Groups,
Institutions
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Standards
Standards 1, 2, 3, and 4: US
and NY History; World
History; Geography;
Economics
Standards 1, 4, and 5: US and
NY History; Economics; and
Civics, Citizenship, and
Government

The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the January 2005
Regents Examination in United States History and Government, normally
located on this page will be posted on the Department’s web site
http://www.emsc.nysed.gov/osa/ on the day of the examination. Conversion
charts provided for the previous administrations of the United States History
and Government examination must NOT be used to determine students’ final
scores for this administration.

